MALAK USWAAD N
BROWN HORSE. Foaled January 1, 2008. Tattoo No. 6FE547.
p,1:49.2f (Seven Year Old)

MALAK USWAAD N p,1:49.2f
Cam’s Card Shark p,3,1:50 .......... Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1
Bettor’s Delight p,3,1:49.4 .......... Jef’s Magic Trick p,2,2:02f
Classic Wish p,3,1:52 .......... Armbro Emerson p,4,1:51.4

MALAK USWAAD N p,1:49.2f
The Big Dog p,4,1:49.3 .......... Dexter Nukes p,3,1:51.3
Sirius Flight p,3,1:54.2 .......... Miss Donna Mayo
Pacific Flight N p,1:51.1 .......... Vance Hanover

1st Dam
SIRIUS FLIGHT p,3,1:54.2 ($17,550) by The Big Dog. 5 wins at 3. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner, 1 in 1:50, 1 in 1:55, 1 in 2:00, including:
MALAK USWAAD N p,1:49.2f ($485,105) (Bettor’s Delight). 19 wins, 2 thru 6. At 5, third in leg Presidential Ser. at Meadowlands. At 6, second in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers; third in leg Levy Mem. at Yonkers.

2nd Dam
PACIFIC FLIGHT N p,1:51.1 ($508,454) by Vance Hanover. 47 wins, 4 thru 7. World Champion. At 2, third in elim. and Final Caduceus Club Classic (Gr2). At 3, winner 2 legs D B Draught Fillies Ser. (Gr1); second in Nevele R Stud NZ Oaks (Gr1); third in leg and Final D B Draught Fillies Ser. (Gr1). At 5, second in Milton S.; third in Clare P. at Yonkers. At 6, winner Pretty Direct P. at Hawthorne, Walnut Hall Ltd. P. at Lexington. At 7, winner Pretty Direct P. at Hawthorne. From 6 foals, dam of 4 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:
DROPPIN’THEHAMMER p,2,1:54.4h; 3,1:51.2h; 1:50.1 ($323,617) (Western Hanover). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Abe Lincoln S., elim. American-National S.; second in Review S., elim. Governor's Cup; third in Final Metro S., Final American-National S. At 3, third in Hoosier Cup.
SIRIUS FLIGHT (M) p,3,1:54.2 ($17,550) (The Big Dog). As above.
BLUEJEANBABYQUEEN (M) p,2,Q1:59.2 ($1,375) (Jenna’s Beach Boy). Record at 2.
Sledgehammer p,4,2:01.1f ($4,268) (The Big Dog). 3 wins at 4 and 5.

3rd Dam
SIGNIFICANT by Out To Win. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winner, 1 in 1:55, 4 in 2:00, including:
PACIFIC FLIGHT N (M) p,1:51.1 ($508,454) (Vance Hanover). As above.
THE UNICORN p,1:57.4 (AUS$488,524) (Vance Hanover). 10 wins.
All Bar One p,2:02 (AUS$25,820) (Falcon Seelster).
Signify p,2:05.3 (NZ$455) (Noodlum). Dam of NZ progeny SIGNORINA p,1:59.4, Nifty Atom p,2:01.3, False Encounter p,2:03.3.
Gold Crusader p,2:05 (AUS$6,465) (Holmes Hanover). 1 win.
Sign Of Holme p,2:04 (AUS$1,688) (Holmes Hanover). 1 win
Miss Congeniality (M) p,Q2:07.3 (NZ$194) (Western Hanover).

4th Dam
BLACK WATCH by Scottish Command. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 1 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:
BLACK MARK N p,1:59.2 ($107,367) (Mark Lobell). 31 wins, 4 thru 10.
BARDON BRIDGE N p,1:57 ($72,772) (Lordship). 19 wins, 3 thru 9.
Espirit Noir (M) p,2:00.4 (NZ$23,814) (Vance Hanover). 3 wins. Dam of FLEET WATCH N p,6,1:51 ($276,945), NZ progeny STAR FLEET p,1:58.3, FLEET MAGIC p,1:59.4, Espirit Falcon p,2:01.1, Cloud Watch p,2:01.3, Abrachai p,2:06.3.
Corbie (M) p,2:02.3 ($16,535) (Vance Hanover). 2 wins. Dam of AGIOS NIKOLAOS N p,6,1:52.1, NZ progeny BLACK MAIRE p,1:59.4, Subiaco p,2:03.3, Soleil D’or p,2:05.1 Significant (M) (Out To Win). As above.

OWNER’S STATEMENT
Lovely natured black horse that can race on any sized track. Currently racing.